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FORM 7 
 

MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORT 

Name of Listed Issuer:  Affinor Growers Inc.    (the “Issuer”). 

Trading Symbol: AFI   

Number of Outstanding Listed Securities: 120,206,561   

Date: October 31, 2016   

This Monthly Progress Report must be posted before the opening of trading on the fifth 
trading day of each month.  This report is not intended to replace the Issuer’s obligation 
to separately report material information forthwith upon the information becoming known 
to management or to post the forms required by Exchange Policies.  If material 
information became known and was reported during the preceding month to which this 
report relates, this report should refer to the material information, the news release date 
and the posting date on the Exchange website. 

This report is intended to keep investors and the market informed of the Issuer’s 
ongoing business and management activities that occurred during the preceding month.  
Do not discuss goals or future plans unless they have crystallized to the point that they 
are "material information" as defined in the Policies. The discussion in this report must 
be factual, balanced and non-promotional. 

General Instructions 

(a) Prepare this Monthly Progress Report using the format set out below.  The 
sequence of questions must not be altered nor should questions be omitted or 
left unanswered.  The answers to the items must be in narrative form.  State 
when the answer to any item is negative or not applicable to the Issuer.  The title 
to each item must precede the answer. 

(b) The term “Issuer” includes the Issuer and any of its subsidiaries. 

(c) Terms used and not defined in this form are defined or interpreted in Policy 1 – 
Interpretation and General Provisions. 

Report on Business 

1. Provide a general overview and discussion of the development of the Issuer’s 
business and operations over the previous month.  Where the Issuer was 
inactive disclose this fact. 

• On October 14, 2016, the Company provided with an update and summary of the Company’s future 
plans.  

 
Affinor's goal is to continue to focus on becoming the leading technology developer and supplier of 
vertical farming equipment in order to help solve problematic crops, improve food security and 
increase agriculture production for high value crops. With the help of our strategic partners and our 
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technical team, Affinor's immediate plans include continuing the development and commercialization 
of our patented technology and equipment, validation through third party partners, prove revenue 
models, and crop diversification.  
 
Over the last year, Affinor has focused on strawberry development as fresh strawberries account for 
80% of the total strawberry production in North America valued at $2.6 billion annually. Affinor will 
continue to grow and harvest strawberries with our beta prototype technology installed at the 
University of Fraser Valley throughout the fall and winter of 2017. The focus will be on standardizing 
crop models and determining best practices for commercialization. Affinor expects to be 
commissioning a commercial farm in Abbotsford British Columbia with 24 vertical farming towers in 
2017 capable of growing over 15,000 plants in 6,000 square feet. As well, in order to diversity 
Affinor's technology with other high value crops, we will be installing equipment to grow cannabis at a 
federally licensed facility in Kelowna British Columbia in the fall 2016. 
 
Affinor's goal over the next year is to shift from a development to an operational company focusing on 
generating revenue from vertical tower sales.  Our revenue models will include selling systems to 
growers resulting in a margin on the equipment, license fees, and collecting royalties on the revenues 
from production; as well as potentially using the equipment ourselves to grow and sell crops thereby 
becoming a farming company.  

 
Project updates:  
 
Beta Prototype Testing Update 
A single 4 level beta prototype tower was installed in April 2016 at the University of the Fraser Valley 
(“UFV”) Surrey BC location. The tower holds 128 strawberry plants within 100 square feet.  All crop 
model information, data, procedures and harvest quality is being recorded to help prove operational 
and financial assumptions, revenue models, and best practices to standardize commercialization. 
This project replaces the "residential home unit" as announced in December 2015 and is now 
considered a light industrial design for many smaller greenhouse and nursery operations wanting to 
increase production.  
 
Affinor's next objective is to install another 4 level tower doubling the plant density, holding 256 plants 
in 100 square feet, by early 2017, doubling the production within the same footprint.  
 
LED Lighting Testing 
Affinor’s technology will require supplemental lighting in order to grow product year round for many 
greenhouse crops. A new technologically advanced LED Lighting company located in Monroe, 
Washington has developed new LED technology with the penetration, lumen output, and spectral 
array superior to any other agriculture LED system. It will also consume a third of the energy of 
current LED systems making them the most efficient in the market. Affinor has purchased this system 
for the strawberry tower located at the University of Fraser Valley facility in Surrey for continual 
harvesting throughout the winter months. Affinor will be the only agriculture company using this 
technology and is currently negotiating the rights to resell the technology exclusively in the agriculture 
industry in Canada.  
 
THC BioMed Prototype and Cannabis Cultivation Project 
Affinor has an agreement with THC BioMed located in Kelowna BC to trial cannabis with our 
technology. As cannabis becomes more established in North America, cost effective commercial 
production and greenhouse systems will be used as the market stabilizes and competitive advantage 
is achieved via efficiencies. Affinor sees this as an opportunity to diversity our technology into other 
markets with high value crops and be the first vertical system actively growing cannabis in Canada. 
Affinor will be fabricating and shipping a working prototype to THC BioMed in the fall 2016.  
 
As well, Affinor has an option agreement to acquire a cannabis production license from D&G Inc if 
they are successful in obtaining a legal federal license. Once owned by Affinor, D&G Inc. is currently 
still in the review process of their application for the MMPR, which is now the ACMPR. Under the 
agreement, Affinor has the option to acquire the license once issued. If exercised, this would be 
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an opportunity for Affinor to have a legal cannabis RD and cultivation center. This was the original 
intention acquiring D&G Inc, however, obtaining a license from Health Canada took longer than 
expected and Affinor decided to partner with THC BioMed to help conduct growth trials in the 
cannabis market directly.  
 
License Agreements  
Affinor has signed several license agreements with companies to use our technology over the last 
year based on our beta prototype concepts and preliminary production results. Each license 
agreement has the potential to generate significant equipment sales, long term royalties, ownership 
options and joint venture partnerships. They include: 
 
Non exclusive license in British Columbia Canada.  (24 tower strawberry farm to be built in 2017) 
Non exclusive license Tennessee USA (18 to 24 tower strawberry farm to be built late 2017) 
Non exclusive license Alberta Canada (24 tower strawberry farm to be built in late 2017)  
Exclusive license in Ontario Canada (24 to 36 tower strawberry farm) 
Exclusive license in Alberta  
Exclusive license in Maritimes  
 
Affinor is working closely with the first license holder in British Columbia as this will be the first 
commercial facility using Affinor's technology.  
 
Commercial Trial and Development 
A single 4 level tower was shipped and installed in Michigan to a commercial strawberry greenhouse 
farm in December 2015. This was our "first touch" with the market place within a significant 
commercial greenhouse. The trial was to determine productivity, identify improvements and increase 
the production per square foot of ground space. Results included increasing plant density from 8 
plants per square meter to 21, strawberries were actively harvested for sales throughout the six-
month trial and consumed in the open market and improvements in strawberry fruit support and 
irrigation techniques were implemented. The commercial trial concluded in the spring with 
recommended improvements incorporated into future designs and will be demonstrated on the next 
tower being installed at the University of Fraser Valley Surrey location.  
 
St-Chrysostome Greenhouse Facility Quebec 
Affinor's planned commercial greenhouse facility in the City of St-Chrysostome, Quebec will be sold 
and the proceeds will be used to further the development of the technology, publish patents and 
general operating capital.  
 
Option Grant 
Affinor’s board of directors has also approved the grant of 2,200,000 stock options exercisable at 
$0.11 per share and expiring from October 5, 2019 to October 13, 2019.  

 
• On October 31, 2016, the Company announced that it has signed several license agreements with 

companies to use our technology over the last year. Each license agreement has the potential to 
generate significant equipment sales, long term royalties, ownership options and joint venture 
partnerships if the partner is successful in financing and building the vertical farms as planned. 

 
The private non-exclusive license issued in British Columbia Canada, as announced April 27 2016, 
has recently received a permit to build a vertical farm from the City of Abbotsford and are expecting to 
break ground in November. This license agreement has also been amended so that Affinor gets 10% 
ownership of the licensee company for the $100,000 license fee. This allows the partner to move 
ahead with construction faster and gives Affinor a share of the profits from this farm that is close to 
Affinor’s Vancouver base.  

 
Affinor is also pleased to announce that the holder of the non-exclusive license issued in Tennessee, 
as announced May 25, 2016, has recently received a letter from the City of Portland's Mayor 
supporting a new facility with Affinor Growers vertical farming technology. They plan to start 
construction in early 2017.  
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Affinor’s board of directors has also approved the grant of 700,000 stock options exercisable at $0.17 
per share and expiring October 25, 2019.  
 

2. Provide a general overview and discussion of the activities of management. 
• On October 14, 2016, the Company provided with an update and summary of the Company’s future 

plans.  
 

Affinor's goal is to continue to focus on becoming the leading technology developer and supplier of 
vertical farming equipment in order to help solve problematic crops, improve food security and 
increase agriculture production for high value crops. With the help of our strategic partners and our 
technical team, Affinor's immediate plans include continuing the development and commercialization 
of our patented technology and equipment, validation through third party partners, prove revenue 
models, and crop diversification.  
 
Over the last year, Affinor has focused on strawberry development as fresh strawberries account for 
80% of the total strawberry production in North America valued at $2.6 billion annually. Affinor will 
continue to grow and harvest strawberries with our beta prototype technology installed at the 
University of Fraser Valley throughout the fall and winter of 2017. The focus will be on standardizing 
crop models and determining best practices for commercialization. Affinor expects to be 
commissioning a commercial farm in Abbotsford British Columbia with 24 vertical farming towers in 
2017 capable of growing over 15,000 plants in 6,000 square feet. As well, in order to diversity 
Affinor's technology with other high value crops, we will be installing equipment to grow cannabis at a 
federally licensed facility in Kelowna British Columbia in the fall 2016. 
 
Affinor's goal over the next year is to shift from a development to an operational company focusing on 
generating revenue from vertical tower sales.  Our revenue models will include selling systems to 
growers resulting in a margin on the equipment, license fees, and collecting royalties on the revenues 
from production; as well as potentially using the equipment ourselves to grow and sell crops thereby 
becoming a farming company.  

 
Project updates:  
 
Beta Prototype Testing Update 
A single 4 level beta prototype tower was installed in April 2016 at the University of the Fraser Valley 
(“UFV”) Surrey BC location. The tower holds 128 strawberry plants within 100 square feet.  All crop 
model information, data, procedures and harvest quality is being recorded to help prove operational 
and financial assumptions, revenue models, and best practices to standardize commercialization. 
This project replaces the "residential home unit" as announced in December 2015 and is now 
considered a light industrial design for many smaller greenhouse and nursery operations wanting to 
increase production.  
 
Affinor's next objective is to install another 4 level tower doubling the plant density, holding 256 plants 
in 100 square feet, by early 2017, doubling the production within the same footprint.  
 
LED Lighting Testing 
Affinor’s technology will require supplemental lighting in order to grow product year round for many 
greenhouse crops. A new technologically advanced LED Lighting company located in Monroe, 
Washington has developed new LED technology with the penetration, lumen output, and spectral 
array superior to any other agriculture LED system. It will also consume a third of the energy of 
current LED systems making them the most efficient in the market. Affinor has purchased this system 
for the strawberry tower located at the University of Fraser Valley facility in Surrey for continual 
harvesting throughout the winter months. Affinor will be the only agriculture company using this 
technology and is currently negotiating the rights to resell the technology exclusively in the agriculture 
industry in Canada.  
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THC BioMed Prototype and Cannabis Cultivation Project 
Affinor has an agreement with THC BioMed located in Kelowna BC to trial cannabis with our 
technology. As cannabis becomes more established in North America, cost effective commercial 
production and greenhouse systems will be used as the market stabilizes and competitive advantage 
is achieved via efficiencies. Affinor sees this as an opportunity to diversity our technology into other 
markets with high value crops and be the first vertical system actively growing cannabis in Canada. 
Affinor will be fabricating and shipping a working prototype to THC BioMed in the fall 2016.  
 
As well, Affinor has an option agreement to acquire a cannabis production license from D&G Inc if 
they are successful in obtaining a legal federal license. Once owned by Affinor, D&G Inc. is currently 
still in the review process of their application for the MMPR, which is now the ACMPR. Under the 
agreement, Affinor has the option to acquire the license once issued. If exercised, this would be 
an opportunity for Affinor to have a legal cannabis RD and cultivation center. This was the original 
intention acquiring D&G Inc, however, obtaining a license from Health Canada took longer than 
expected and Affinor decided to partner with THC BioMed to help conduct growth trials in the 
cannabis market directly.  
 
License Agreements  
Affinor has signed several license agreements with companies to use our technology over the last 
year based on our beta prototype concepts and preliminary production results. Each license 
agreement has the potential to generate significant equipment sales, long term royalties, ownership 
options and joint venture partnerships. They include: 
 
Non exclusive license in British Columbia Canada.  (24 tower strawberry farm to be built in 2017) 
Non exclusive license Tennessee USA (18 to 24 tower strawberry farm to be built late 2017) 
Non exclusive license Alberta Canada (24 tower strawberry farm to be built in late 2017)  
Exclusive license in Ontario Canada (24 to 36 tower strawberry farm) 
Exclusive license in Alberta  
Exclusive license in Maritimes  
 
Affinor is working closely with the first license holder in British Columbia as this will be the first 
commercial facility using Affinor's technology.  
 
Commercial Trial and Development 
A single 4 level tower was shipped and installed in Michigan to a commercial strawberry greenhouse 
farm in December 2015. This was our "first touch" with the market place within a significant 
commercial greenhouse. The trial was to determine productivity, identify improvements and increase 
the production per square foot of ground space. Results included increasing plant density from 8 
plants per square meter to 21, strawberries were actively harvested for sales throughout the six-
month trial and consumed in the open market and improvements in strawberry fruit support and 
irrigation techniques were implemented. The commercial trial concluded in the spring with 
recommended improvements incorporated into future designs and will be demonstrated on the next 
tower being installed at the University of Fraser Valley Surrey location.  
 
St-Chrysostome Greenhouse Facility Quebec 
Affinor's planned commercial greenhouse facility in the City of St-Chrysostome, Quebec will be sold 
and the proceeds will be used to further the development of the technology, publish patents and 
general operating capital.  
 
Option Grant 
Affinor’s board of directors has also approved the grant of 2,200,000 stock options exercisable at 
$0.11 per share and expiring from October 5, 2019 to October 13, 2019.  

 
• On October 31, 2016, the Company announced that it has signed several license agreements with 

companies to use our technology over the last year. Each license agreement has the potential to 
generate significant equipment sales, long term royalties, ownership options and joint venture 
partnerships if the partner is successful in financing and building the vertical farms as planned. 
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The private non-exclusive license issued in British Columbia Canada, as announced April 27 2016, 
has recently received a permit to build a vertical farm from the City of Abbotsford and are expecting to 
break ground in November. This license agreement has also been amended so that Affinor gets 10% 
ownership of the licensee company for the $100,000 license fee. This allows the partner to move 
ahead with construction faster and gives Affinor a share of the profits from this farm that is close to 
Affinor’s Vancouver base.  

 
Affinor is also pleased to announce that the holder of the non-exclusive license issued in Tennessee, 
as announced May 25, 2016, has recently received a letter from the City of Portland's Mayor 
supporting a new facility with Affinor Growers vertical farming technology. They plan to start 
construction in early 2017.  

 
Affinor’s board of directors has also approved the grant of 700,000 stock options exercisable at $0.17 
per share and expiring October 25, 2019.  
 

3. Describe and provide details of any new products or services developed or 
offered. For resource companies, provide details of new drilling, exploration or 
production programs and acquisitions of any new properties and attach any 
mineral or oil and gas or other reports required under Ontario securities law. 

• On October 14, 2016, the Company provided with an update and summary of the Company’s future 
plans.  

 
Affinor's goal is to continue to focus on becoming the leading technology developer and supplier of 
vertical farming equipment in order to help solve problematic crops, improve food security and 
increase agriculture production for high value crops. With the help of our strategic partners and our 
technical team, Affinor's immediate plans include continuing the development and commercialization 
of our patented technology and equipment, validation through third party partners, prove revenue 
models, and crop diversification.  
 
Over the last year, Affinor has focused on strawberry development as fresh strawberries account for 
80% of the total strawberry production in North America valued at $2.6 billion annually. Affinor will 
continue to grow and harvest strawberries with our beta prototype technology installed at the 
University of Fraser Valley throughout the fall and winter of 2017. The focus will be on standardizing 
crop models and determining best practices for commercialization. Affinor expects to be 
commissioning a commercial farm in Abbotsford British Columbia with 24 vertical farming towers in 
2017 capable of growing over 15,000 plants in 6,000 square feet. As well, in order to diversity 
Affinor's technology with other high value crops, we will be installing equipment to grow cannabis at a 
federally licensed facility in Kelowna British Columbia in the fall 2016. 
 
Affinor's goal over the next year is to shift from a development to an operational company focusing on 
generating revenue from vertical tower sales.  Our revenue models will include selling systems to 
growers resulting in a margin on the equipment, license fees, and collecting royalties on the revenues 
from production; as well as potentially using the equipment ourselves to grow and sell crops thereby 
becoming a farming company.  

 
Project updates:  
 
Beta Prototype Testing Update 
A single 4 level beta prototype tower was installed in April 2016 at the University of the Fraser Valley 
(“UFV”) Surrey BC location. The tower holds 128 strawberry plants within 100 square feet.  All crop 
model information, data, procedures and harvest quality is being recorded to help prove operational 
and financial assumptions, revenue models, and best practices to standardize commercialization. 
This project replaces the "residential home unit" as announced in December 2015 and is now 
considered a light industrial design for many smaller greenhouse and nursery operations wanting to 
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increase production.  
 
Affinor's next objective is to install another 4 level tower doubling the plant density, holding 256 plants 
in 100 square feet, by early 2017, doubling the production within the same footprint.  
 
LED Lighting Testing 
Affinor’s technology will require supplemental lighting in order to grow product year round for many 
greenhouse crops. A new technologically advanced LED Lighting company located in Monroe, 
Washington has developed new LED technology with the penetration, lumen output, and spectral 
array superior to any other agriculture LED system. It will also consume a third of the energy of 
current LED systems making them the most efficient in the market. Affinor has purchased this system 
for the strawberry tower located at the University of Fraser Valley facility in Surrey for continual 
harvesting throughout the winter months. Affinor will be the only agriculture company using this 
technology and is currently negotiating the rights to resell the technology exclusively in the agriculture 
industry in Canada.  
 
THC BioMed Prototype and Cannabis Cultivation Project 
Affinor has an agreement with THC BioMed located in Kelowna BC to trial cannabis with our 
technology. As cannabis becomes more established in North America, cost effective commercial 
production and greenhouse systems will be used as the market stabilizes and competitive advantage 
is achieved via efficiencies. Affinor sees this as an opportunity to diversity our technology into other 
markets with high value crops and be the first vertical system actively growing cannabis in Canada. 
Affinor will be fabricating and shipping a working prototype to THC BioMed in the fall 2016.  
 
As well, Affinor has an option agreement to acquire a cannabis production license from D&G Inc if 
they are successful in obtaining a legal federal license. Once owned by Affinor, D&G Inc. is currently 
still in the review process of their application for the MMPR, which is now the ACMPR. Under the 
agreement, Affinor has the option to acquire the license once issued. If exercised, this would be 
an opportunity for Affinor to have a legal cannabis RD and cultivation center. This was the original 
intention acquiring D&G Inc, however, obtaining a license from Health Canada took longer than 
expected and Affinor decided to partner with THC BioMed to help conduct growth trials in the 
cannabis market directly.  
 
License Agreements  
Affinor has signed several license agreements with companies to use our technology over the last 
year based on our beta prototype concepts and preliminary production results. Each license 
agreement has the potential to generate significant equipment sales, long term royalties, ownership 
options and joint venture partnerships. They include: 
 
Non exclusive license in British Columbia Canada.  (24 tower strawberry farm to be built in 2017) 
Non exclusive license Tennessee USA (18 to 24 tower strawberry farm to be built late 2017) 
Non exclusive license Alberta Canada (24 tower strawberry farm to be built in late 2017)  
Exclusive license in Ontario Canada (24 to 36 tower strawberry farm) 
Exclusive license in Alberta  
Exclusive license in Maritimes  
 
Affinor is working closely with the first license holder in British Columbia as this will be the first 
commercial facility using Affinor's technology.  
 
Commercial Trial and Development 
A single 4 level tower was shipped and installed in Michigan to a commercial strawberry greenhouse 
farm in December 2015. This was our "first touch" with the market place within a significant 
commercial greenhouse. The trial was to determine productivity, identify improvements and increase 
the production per square foot of ground space. Results included increasing plant density from 8 
plants per square meter to 21, strawberries were actively harvested for sales throughout the six-
month trial and consumed in the open market and improvements in strawberry fruit support and 
irrigation techniques were implemented. The commercial trial concluded in the spring with 
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recommended improvements incorporated into future designs and will be demonstrated on the next 
tower being installed at the University of Fraser Valley Surrey location.  
 
St-Chrysostome Greenhouse Facility Quebec 
Affinor's planned commercial greenhouse facility in the City of St-Chrysostome, Quebec will be sold 
and the proceeds will be used to further the development of the technology, publish patents and 
general operating capital.  
 
Option Grant 
Affinor’s board of directors has also approved the grant of 2,200,000 stock options exercisable at 
$0.11 per share and expiring from October 5, 2019 to October 13, 2019.  

 
• On October 31, 2016, the Company announced that it has signed several license agreements with 

companies to use our technology over the last year. Each license agreement has the potential to 
generate significant equipment sales, long term royalties, ownership options and joint venture 
partnerships if the partner is successful in financing and building the vertical farms as planned. 

 
The private non-exclusive license issued in British Columbia Canada, as announced April 27 2016, 
has recently received a permit to build a vertical farm from the City of Abbotsford and are expecting to 
break ground in November. This license agreement has also been amended so that Affinor gets 10% 
ownership of the licensee company for the $100,000 license fee. This allows the partner to move 
ahead with construction faster and gives Affinor a share of the profits from this farm that is close to 
Affinor’s Vancouver base.  

 
Affinor is also pleased to announce that the holder of the non-exclusive license issued in Tennessee, 
as announced May 25, 2016, has recently received a letter from the City of Portland's Mayor 
supporting a new facility with Affinor Growers vertical farming technology. They plan to start 
construction in early 2017.  

 
Affinor’s board of directors has also approved the grant of 700,000 stock options exercisable at $0.17 
per share and expiring October 25, 2019.  
 

4. Describe and provide details of any products or services that were discontinued. 
For resource companies, provide details of any drilling, exploration or production 
programs that have been amended or abandoned.  N/A 

5. Describe any new business relationships entered into between the Issuer, the 
Issuer’s affiliates or third parties including contracts to supply products or 
services, joint venture agreements and licensing agreements etc. State whether 
the relationship is with a Related Person of the Issuer and provide details of the 
relationship. 

• On October 14, 2016, the Company provided with an update and summary of the Company’s future 
plans.  

 
Affinor's goal is to continue to focus on becoming the leading technology developer and supplier of 
vertical farming equipment in order to help solve problematic crops, improve food security and 
increase agriculture production for high value crops. With the help of our strategic partners and our 
technical team, Affinor's immediate plans include continuing the development and commercialization 
of our patented technology and equipment, validation through third party partners, prove revenue 
models, and crop diversification.  
 
Over the last year, Affinor has focused on strawberry development as fresh strawberries account for 
80% of the total strawberry production in North America valued at $2.6 billion annually. Affinor will 
continue to grow and harvest strawberries with our beta prototype technology installed at the 
University of Fraser Valley throughout the fall and winter of 2017. The focus will be on standardizing 
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crop models and determining best practices for commercialization. Affinor expects to be 
commissioning a commercial farm in Abbotsford British Columbia with 24 vertical farming towers in 
2017 capable of growing over 15,000 plants in 6,000 square feet. As well, in order to diversity 
Affinor's technology with other high value crops, we will be installing equipment to grow cannabis at a 
federally licensed facility in Kelowna British Columbia in the fall 2016. 
 
Affinor's goal over the next year is to shift from a development to an operational company focusing on 
generating revenue from vertical tower sales.  Our revenue models will include selling systems to 
growers resulting in a margin on the equipment, license fees, and collecting royalties on the revenues 
from production; as well as potentially using the equipment ourselves to grow and sell crops thereby 
becoming a farming company.  

 
Project updates:  
 
Beta Prototype Testing Update 
A single 4 level beta prototype tower was installed in April 2016 at the University of the Fraser Valley 
(“UFV”) Surrey BC location. The tower holds 128 strawberry plants within 100 square feet.  All crop 
model information, data, procedures and harvest quality is being recorded to help prove operational 
and financial assumptions, revenue models, and best practices to standardize commercialization. 
This project replaces the "residential home unit" as announced in December 2015 and is now 
considered a light industrial design for many smaller greenhouse and nursery operations wanting to 
increase production.  
 
Affinor's next objective is to install another 4 level tower doubling the plant density, holding 256 plants 
in 100 square feet, by early 2017, doubling the production within the same footprint.  
 
LED Lighting Testing 
Affinor’s technology will require supplemental lighting in order to grow product year round for many 
greenhouse crops. A new technologically advanced LED Lighting company located in Monroe, 
Washington has developed new LED technology with the penetration, lumen output, and spectral 
array superior to any other agriculture LED system. It will also consume a third of the energy of 
current LED systems making them the most efficient in the market. Affinor has purchased this system 
for the strawberry tower located at the University of Fraser Valley facility in Surrey for continual 
harvesting throughout the winter months. Affinor will be the only agriculture company using this 
technology and is currently negotiating the rights to resell the technology exclusively in the agriculture 
industry in Canada.  
 
THC BioMed Prototype and Cannabis Cultivation Project 
Affinor has an agreement with THC BioMed located in Kelowna BC to trial cannabis with our 
technology. As cannabis becomes more established in North America, cost effective commercial 
production and greenhouse systems will be used as the market stabilizes and competitive advantage 
is achieved via efficiencies. Affinor sees this as an opportunity to diversity our technology into other 
markets with high value crops and be the first vertical system actively growing cannabis in Canada. 
Affinor will be fabricating and shipping a working prototype to THC BioMed in the fall 2016.  
 
As well, Affinor has an option agreement to acquire a cannabis production license from D&G Inc if 
they are successful in obtaining a legal federal license. Once owned by Affinor, D&G Inc. is currently 
still in the review process of their application for the MMPR, which is now the ACMPR. Under the 
agreement, Affinor has the option to acquire the license once issued. If exercised, this would be 
an opportunity for Affinor to have a legal cannabis RD and cultivation center. This was the original 
intention acquiring D&G Inc, however, obtaining a license from Health Canada took longer than 
expected and Affinor decided to partner with THC BioMed to help conduct growth trials in the 
cannabis market directly.  
 
License Agreements  
Affinor has signed several license agreements with companies to use our technology over the last 
year based on our beta prototype concepts and preliminary production results. Each license 
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agreement has the potential to generate significant equipment sales, long term royalties, ownership 
options and joint venture partnerships. They include: 
 
Non exclusive license in British Columbia Canada.  (24 tower strawberry farm to be built in 2017) 
Non exclusive license Tennessee USA (18 to 24 tower strawberry farm to be built late 2017) 
Non exclusive license Alberta Canada (24 tower strawberry farm to be built in late 2017)  
Exclusive license in Ontario Canada (24 to 36 tower strawberry farm) 
Exclusive license in Alberta  
Exclusive license in Maritimes  
 
Affinor is working closely with the first license holder in British Columbia as this will be the first 
commercial facility using Affinor's technology.  
 
Commercial Trial and Development 
A single 4 level tower was shipped and installed in Michigan to a commercial strawberry greenhouse 
farm in December 2015. This was our "first touch" with the market place within a significant 
commercial greenhouse. The trial was to determine productivity, identify improvements and increase 
the production per square foot of ground space. Results included increasing plant density from 8 
plants per square meter to 21, strawberries were actively harvested for sales throughout the six-
month trial and consumed in the open market and improvements in strawberry fruit support and 
irrigation techniques were implemented. The commercial trial concluded in the spring with 
recommended improvements incorporated into future designs and will be demonstrated on the next 
tower being installed at the University of Fraser Valley Surrey location.  
 
St-Chrysostome Greenhouse Facility Quebec 
Affinor's planned commercial greenhouse facility in the City of St-Chrysostome, Quebec will be sold 
and the proceeds will be used to further the development of the technology, publish patents and 
general operating capital.  
 
Option Grant 
Affinor’s board of directors has also approved the grant of 2,200,000 stock options exercisable at 
$0.11 per share and expiring from October 5, 2019 to October 13, 2019.  

 
• On October 31, 2016, the Company announced that it has signed several license agreements with 

companies to use our technology over the last year. Each license agreement has the potential to 
generate significant equipment sales, long term royalties, ownership options and joint venture 
partnerships if the partner is successful in financing and building the vertical farms as planned. 

 
The private non-exclusive license issued in British Columbia Canada, as announced April 27 2016, 
has recently received a permit to build a vertical farm from the City of Abbotsford and are expecting to 
break ground in November. This license agreement has also been amended so that Affinor gets 10% 
ownership of the licensee company for the $100,000 license fee. This allows the partner to move 
ahead with construction faster and gives Affinor a share of the profits from this farm that is close to 
Affinor’s Vancouver base.  

 
Affinor is also pleased to announce that the holder of the non-exclusive license issued in Tennessee, 
as announced May 25, 2016, has recently received a letter from the City of Portland's Mayor 
supporting a new facility with Affinor Growers vertical farming technology. They plan to start 
construction in early 2017.  

 
Affinor’s board of directors has also approved the grant of 700,000 stock options exercisable at $0.17 
per share and expiring October 25, 2019.  
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6. Describe the expiry or termination of any contracts or agreements between the 
Issuer, the Issuer’s affiliates or third parties or cancellation of any financing 
arrangements that have been previously announced.  N/A 

7. Describe any acquisitions by the Issuer or dispositions of the Issuer’s assets that 
occurred during the preceding month.  Provide details of the nature of the assets 
acquired or disposed of and provide details of the consideration paid or payable 
together with a schedule of payments if applicable, and of any valuation. State 
how the consideration was determined and whether the acquisition was from or 
the disposition was to a Related Person of the Issuer and provide details of the 
relationship. N/A 

8. Describe the acquisition of new customers or loss of customers.  N/A 

9. Describe any new developments or effects on intangible products such as brand 
names, circulation lists, copyrights, franchises, licenses, patents, software, 
subscription lists and trade-marks.  N/A 

10. Report on any employee hirings, terminations or lay-offs with details of 
anticipated length of lay-offs.  N/A 

11. Report on any labour disputes and resolutions of those disputes if applicable.  
N/A 

12. Describe and provide details of legal proceedings to which the Issuer became a 
party, including the name of the court or agency, the date instituted, the principal 
parties to the proceedings, the nature of the claim, the amount claimed, if any, if 
the proceedings are being contested, and the present status of the proceedings.  
N/A 

13. Provide details of any indebtedness incurred or repaid by the Issuer together with 
the terms of such indebtedness.  N/A 

14. Provide details of any securities issued and options or warrants granted. 

 
Security Number Issued Details of Issuance Use of Proceeds(1) 

Common Shares 
 

4,500,000 
 
 
1,100,000 

Exercise of options 
ranging from $0.10 
to $0.11 
Exercise of warrants 
and finder’s 
warrants at $0.15 

General working 
capital 

Options 4,800,000 Ranging from $0.11 
to $0.17 

N/A 

(1) State aggregate proceeds and intended allocation of proceeds. 

15. Provide details of any loans to or by Related Persons.  N/A 

16. Provide details of any changes in directors, officers or committee members.  N/A 

17. Discuss any trends which are likely to impact the Issuer including trends in the 
Issuer’s market(s) or political/regulatory trends.  N/A 
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Certificate Of Compliance 

The undersigned hereby certifies that: 

1. The undersigned is a director and/or senior officer of the Issuer and has been 
duly authorized by a resolution of the board of directors of the Issuer to sign this 
Certificate of Compliance. 

2. As of the date hereof there were is no material information concerning the Issuer 
which has not been publicly disclosed. 

3. The undersigned hereby certifies to the Exchange that the Issuer is in 
compliance with the requirements of applicable securities legislation (as such 
term is defined in National Instrument 14-101) and all Exchange Requirements 
(as defined in CNSX Policy 1). 

4. All of the information in this Form 7 Monthly Progress Report is true. 

Dated October 31, 2016 . 

 Mark T. Brown  
Name of Director or Senior 
Officer 

 “Mark T. Brown”  
Signature 
CFO  
Official Capacity 
 

Issuer Details 

Name of Issuer 

Affinor Growers Inc. 

For  Month 
End 
October 31, 
2016 

Date of Report 
YY/MM/D 
16/10/31 

Issuer Address 
410-325 Howe Street 
 

City/Province/Postal Code 
Vancouver, BC V6C 1Z7 
 

Issuer Fax No. 
(888)889-4874 

Issuer Telephone No. 
(604)687-3520 

Contact Name 
Mark T. Brown 
 

Contact 
Position 
CFO 

Contact Telephone No. 
604-687-3520 ext 242 

Contact Email Address 
mtbrown@pacificopportunity.com 

Web Site Address 
www.affinorgrowers.com 

 


